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Have you ever dreamed about getting from your Revit software model all the electrical information to submit it to 
advanced calculation; to size and design the panels; to calculate all wire sizes, voltage drop, and selectivity; to 
automatically create all schematics corresponding to the electrical circuits designed with Revit; and to then go back to 
all the results, including the schematics, in your Revit model? It is all possible now, thanks to the Caneco BT Revit 
plug-in. 
 In this class, we will show you how to organize your Revit model and electrical installation to effectively use the 
workflow between Caneco BT, Revit, and AutoCAD® MEP software. We will also discuss additional features, such as 
cable tray sizing, that can be accomplished with the workflow. Finally, we will share how some big customers, such as 
Oger International, SPIE, and Cegelec, are using this combination to generate profits.  
 
Note: The presentation will use calculations and schematics based on European standards. NEC support is in 
progress and won’t be available at the time of the presentation at AU 2012 
 

 

Learning Objectives 

At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Design and manage electrical installation in Revit MEP  

 Create schematics and get electrical calculation results 

 Profit from the information in your intelligent model 

 Create construction documents that are based on local standards 

 

 

About the Speaker 

Product manager in ALPI, Marseille is an expert in Electrical design in BIM models. 

He is a Revit MEP expert, speaking in conferences in Europe, to spread the word on Alpi offering  

m.betrey@alpi.fr  

About the Co-Speaker 

Based in Autodesk Paris Office in France, Julien is the MEP Technical Specialist for South Europe.  

Electrical Engineer, with 15 years of experience in the Building Engineering and Construction Industry, 

he has been working on the Autodesk MEP product for 5 years. 

Julien.drouet@autodesk.com 
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Electrical Installation in Revit 
 

The first part of the presentation is intended to give you a quick overview of basic Revit MEP 

electrical features.  

We will present you a simple and classical electrical design of an office building: the example 

used is one of our French offices, based in Grenoble, where we imagined a kind of Retrofit.  

 

 

Important to know: 

In Europe, Utility services provide for these kind of buildings a 20kV power supply.  

It’s up to the owner to reduce the voltage from 20kV into 400V, which is the current 3 phases 

voltage for electrical 3 phases devices. 

For single phase devices supply, European installations use one phase and the neutral to have 

a single phase 230V distribution system: they never use “low voltage” transformer to deliver 

230V supply. 
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High Voltage installation 

Insert High Voltage modular units 

Let’s start with the beginning! 

In the “Transformation room”, we put first the high voltage modular units:  

 utility connection 

 transformer fuse Protection 

 

 

Don’t forget to select and apply the distribution system for these 2 modular units: 
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Insert Transformer 

Proceed same way for the transformer: 

 

Don’t forget to select and apply the secondary distribution system : 
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Connect equipments and transformer 

Now, let’s connect these equipments to supply the Office Building : 

1. Select the Fuse protection modular unit, create a circuit and chose the utility modular 

unit as panel : 

        

2. Connect the transformer primary to the fuse protection modular unit : Select the 

transformer, create a circuit and chose the fuse modular unit as panel : 
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3. Connect the transformer secondary to the MCB panel : select the MCB panel in the 

building, create a circuit and select the transformer as panel: 

      

 

Power Installation 

Let’s work now in the office building, and create some additional circuits to the electrical existing 

installation. 

Create lighting circuit from architectural linked file 

In the showroom, the architect has putted some lighting fixtures only available in the linked file. 

We will copy/monitor them and create a circuit with these lightings: 

Open the GF Lightings view.  

 

Thanks to the collaborate tools, copy these lighting fixtures in our Revit MEP model and then 

create a lighting circuit: 
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Create a workstation place 

Open now the the GF – power and communication view.  

In the Meeting Room Boccaccio, we will add some electrical fixtures as duplex receptacles and 

Data devices. 
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Then we will connect the receptacles to the existing circuit in the room, and connect the RJ45 to 

the data panel : 

1. For receptacles circuits 
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2. And for data circuit : 
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An do it twice! 

Create a fancoil electrical supply circuit 

One of the great thing with BIM model is the opportunity for an electrical engineer to use directly 

information putted by the Mechanical engineer : 

Open the GF – HVAC view 

Select the fan coil and create the circuit : 
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Electrical installation Management 

Let’s profit from the hard work we did. 

Have a look at the electrical installation hierarchy 

Open the system browser and look at the different connections we created  

 

Create a panel schedule 

Other way to review the installation: panel schedules. 

Select the GF panel e.g. and click on “create panel schedule. Chose the template you want and 

profit from the information available 

:

 

Now your BIM model is ready to be exported and calculated with Caneco® BT 
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From Autodesk® Revit® MEP to Caneco® NS 

In the Alpi ribbon, chose Caneco Export. 
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Export Revit MEP model to Caneco BIM 

 

 

In Caneco BIM you can analyze the Revit electrical Model, before exporting: 

- Modify Length of wires 

-  Assign circuits to busbar   

- Control and analysis of the electrical distribution 
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Import Caneco BIM file in Caneco BT 

 

In Caneco BT choose manufacturer you want to work with, before importing 
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Schematic diagrams are automatically generated 

 

 

Settings, Analysis and Calculation in Caneco BT 

Caneco BT automatically selects the best protection among the various protections 
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Review results and generate panel schemes 
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Back to Revit MEP, with updated data 

Import Caneco BIM file in Revit MEP and update Revit MEP Model 

 

Create your own construction document. 

Create sheets and set up your sheet 
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 Export the electrical Revit Model to AutoCAD MEP or AutoCAD  

 

 

 In Autocad MEP, using Caneco BIM, import the electrical model. 
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 Control before importing 

Before validating the import you can control that all the elements of the installation have been imported 

using caneco explorer tool. 

 

You can have some quick views of all panels, only with circuits and details of all the installation. 

 

* 
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 Importing  The revit model in autocad ME¨P 

The revit model is automatically imported in Autodad MEP, treated all architectural drawing as externals 

reverences. Caneco BIM keeps intelligence of the electrical distribution 

.

 

Then you can hide the different xrefs and keep only electrical Objects and a 2D drawing of each floor.  
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 Control the electrical installation Imported 

Make sure all electrical objects have been imported correctly generated automatically. 

 

         All wires and cables can be generated automatically. the Cables  are going through the cables trays, by taking 

the shorter way.  
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 Manage different Floors 

 

Control and make sure that the cables take the right ways by looking in 3D views for example. 

 

 By Caneco Bim you can automatically create some presentations corresponding to the different floors in Revit. Then 

in AutoCAD move from the model view to the presentation views to manage the different floors of the model. 
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 Working in the AutoCAD model and manage views 

Selecting the presentation corresponding to the floor you want to work on, only  the objects related to this floor display. 

 

 Cables ands wires are going through cable trays  

By selecting wires in the drawing, you can make them going to the cable tray or not. 
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 Resize Cables trays 

Before updated the drawing with  Caneco BT calculations results, you can have a quick check on a cable tray  and see 

that all the circuits in it, are described, but sizes are not represented.  Select “Cable information in Cable tray”  
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After updated, you can check all cables in the cable tray. In this case, the cables tray is not enough big for all the cables 

in it. 
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Caneco BIM can control in the drawing, all cable tray which needing to be resizing 

 

 

 

All cable trays in the drawing can be automatically resizing by choosing the size corresponding in the catalogs. 
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 Caneco BIM Display manager  

With Caneco BIM  display manager you can choose to things you want to show and in different presentation and 

views. 
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 Caneco BIM Exlporer 

With Caneco BIM explorer you control and check the installation by panel, by circuits ok in details. In that way you can 

find an object or a circuit quickly in a big project. 

 

 Caneco Routing Rules explorer 

With Caneco routing rules' explorer, you can create some rules for the routing of the wires in the cable tray, telling 

which ways a cable has to take or not. 
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Manage Labels, Legends and diagrams 

 Caneco BIM can automatically create on all electrical objects a label with the information you choose to show, by 

example the circuit name it powered by, the type of cable, the size etc... All the information related to the objet can 

be automatically generate or display. 

 Caneco Bim can also generate automatically a legend of all the equipment in the drawing including the graphic 

related of the objet. 
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Manage Labels, Legends and diagrams 

Automatically generate some documentation as many king of list of wires  . 
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